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Abstract: Plasmonic optical fiber sensors are continuously developed for 
(bio)chemical sensing purposes. Recently, surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR) generation was achieved in gold-coated tilted fiber Bragg gratings 
(TFBGs). These sensors probe the surrounding medium with near-infrared 
narrowband resonances, which enhances both the penetration depth of the 
evanescent field in the external medium and the wavelength resolution of 
the interrogation. They constitute a unique configuration to probe all the 
fiber cladding modes individually. We use them to analyze the modal 
distribution of gold-coated telecommunication-grade optical fibers 
immersed in aqueous solutions. Theoretical investigations with a finite-
difference complex mode solver are confirmed by experimental data 
obtained on TFBGs. We show that the refractometric sensitivity varies with 
the mode order and that the global SPR envelope shift in response to 
surrounding refractive index (SRI) changes higher than 1e-2 RIU (refractive 
index unit) can be ~25% bigger than the local SPR mode shift arising from 
SRI changes limited to 1e-4 RIU. We bring clear evidence that the optimum 
gold thickness for SPR generation lies in the range between 50 and 70 nm 
while a cladding diameter decrease from 125 µm to 80 µm enhances the 
refractometric sensitivity by ~20%. Finally, we demonstrate that the 
ultimate refractometric sensitivity of cladding modes is ~550 nm/RIU when 
they are probed by gold-coated TFBGs. 
©2015 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 
Optical sensors based on the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) constitute an 
efficient tool to characterize and quantify molecular interactions and Surface Plasmon 
Resonance (SPR) sensing on gold surface remains the leading approach for label-free 
biosensing, due to its high resolution and robustness. In recent years, numerous SPR 
transducers have been developed around the seminal Kretschmann-Raether prism approach, 
which is exploited in most commercial systems [1]. In particular, optical fiber based sensors 
are particularly attractive for many reasons. Apart from their well-known qualities 
(lightweight, compact, remote operation in very small volumes, immunity to interference,...), 
fiber devices have two important advantages over other SPR configurations: light propagates 
essentially without loss in short lengths of fibers, resulting in very high signal-to-noise ratios, 
and interfacing devices to light sources and detectors consists essentially of plugging 
connectors into widely available fiber optic instrumentation, instead of having to carefully 
align optical beams through imaging systems. With continuous development and 
optimization, they will likely become perfectly suited for in situ diagnosis. 
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To excite surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in optical fiber plasmonic sensors, light 
confined in the fiber core is locally out-coupled and brought into contact with the surrounding 
medium. Practically, this is achieved either by polishing or etching the cladding so as to 
expose the evanescent wave to the surrounding medium or by using in-fiber gratings 
(refractive index modulations imprinted in the fiber core along the propagation axis). Hence, 
various architectures coexist: etched multimode optical fibers [2,3], side-polished optical 
fibers [4], D-type optical fibers [5,6], tapered optical fibers [7], U-shaped optical fibers [8], 
long period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [9] and tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBGs) [10]. 
Configurations based on cladding removal/decrease are the most straightforward to realize. 
The SPR is spectrally manifested by a broadband resonance (experimental full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) ~20 nm or higher) in the transmitted amplitude spectrum. Operation in 
reflection mode is possible by using a mirror after the sensing region. However, such 
configurations considerably weaken optical fibers at the sensor head and may prevent their 
use in practical applications, out of laboratory settings. For this reason, large core fibers 
(unclad 200-400 µm core) are used in practice [11,12]. These configurations operate at visible 
wavelengths, as usual for SPR sensing. However, the evanescent wave in the surrounding 
medium has a penetration depth that is proportional to the operation wavelength (λ). It usually 
ranges between λ/5 and λ/2, depending on the mode order [13]. Hence, operation at near-
infrared telecommunication wavelengths enhances the penetration depth, which in turn 
improves the sensor sensitivity to large-scale targets such as proteins or cells. Operation in the 
near infrared can be easily achieved with gratings in single mode telecommunication fibers. 
Gratings preserve the fiber integrity while providing a strong coupling between the core-
guided light and the cladding. LPFGs consist in a periodic refractive index modulation of the 
fiber core with a period of a few hundreds of µm. They couple the forward-going core mode 
into forward-going cladding modes. Their transmitted amplitude spectrum is composed of a 
few wide resonances (FWHM ~20 nm) dispersed in a wavelength range of a few hundreds of 
nm. TFBGs are short period (~500 nm) gratings with a refractive index modulation slightly 
angled with respect to the perpendicular to the optical fiber axis. In addition to the self-
backward coupling of the core mode, they couple light into backward-going cladding modes. 
Their transmitted amplitude spectrum displays several tens of narrow-band cladding mode 
resonances (FWHM ~100-200 pm) located on the short wavelength side of the Bragg 
resonance (or core mode resonance) corresponding to the core mode self-coupling. The core 
mode resonance provides an appropriate temperature and power reference, as it is not 
sensitive to SRI changes. According to phase matching conditions, every cladding mode 
resonance possesses its own effective refractive index and the maximum refractometric 
sensitivity is obtained when this effective index approaches the surrounding refractive index 
(SRI) value. Hence, TFBGs act as spectral combs and are the only optical fiber configuration 
able to probe simultaneously but distinctively all the optical fiber cladding modes. 
SPR optical fiber sensors can be obtained from the above-listed structures when they are 
surrounded by a noble metal (most often gold or silver). Sheaths of thickness ranging between 
30 and 70 nm are most generally used. It is worth mentioning that the optimum metal 
thickness for SPR coupling on optical fibers with 125 µm diameters is the same as for the 
planar equivalent (Kretschmann-Raether approach), for similar values of the glass and 
surrounding index. This is because the curvature of the cladding surface is two orders of 
magnitude smaller than the wavelength. SPR generation is achieved when the electric field of 
the light modes is polarized mostly radially at the surrounding medium interface (TM-like). 
Fiber modes with the orthogonal polarization state, i.e. azimuthal (or TE-like) are not able to 
excite the SPR, as their electric fields are tangent to the metal interface and thus cannot couple 
energy to the SPP. Depending on the configuration, sensitivities in the range [1e2 – 1e5 
nm/RIU (refractive index unit)] have been reported for grating-assisted fiber SPR [14]. 
When comparing the sensor performances between different configurations, it is not 
sufficient to compare only sensitivities (i.e. wavelength shifts per refractive index change), 
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without considering the wavelength measurement accuracy. It is more appropriate to refer to 
the figure of merit (FOM) of the device. The FOM corresponds to the ratio between the 
sensitivity and the linewidth of the resonance, since it is easier to measure the exact location 
of a narrow resonance than a broad one [15]. In terms of experimentally demonstrated FOM, 
TFBGs surpass all configurations by more than one order of magnitude [14,16]. This results 
from both their sensitivity (~500 nm/RIU) and the narrowness of their resonances (< 200 pm). 
Numerous publications have been devoted to the study and exploitation of plasmonic 
optical fiber sensors for enhanced refractometry and (bio)chemical sensing, through the use of 
bioreceptors (antibodies, aptamers, …) anchored on the metal surface. In this paper, using a 
complex mode solver and measurements on fabricated TFBGs, we numerically and 
experimentally analyze the intrinsic refractometric sensitivity of the optical fiber modes 
supported by a gold-coated telecommunication-grade single-mode optical fiber and we 
provide design rules for optimizing the FOM. The SPR mode is clearly identified in the 
spectral comb and the behavior of the small group of modes the spectral range of the SPR is 
tracked as a function of the SRI value. We clearly demonstrate that the refractometric 
sensitivity depends on the modal effective index (itself related to the SRI value) and that the 
global SPR envelope shift observed over an SRI change of 1e-2 or more can be ~25% bigger 
than the local SPR mode shift over a limited SRI change in a range of 1e-4. We also confirm 
that the optimum gold thickness for SPR generation lies in the range between 50 and 70 nm 
while a cladding diameter decrease from 125 µm to 80 µm enhances the refractometric 
sensitivity by ~20%. Finally, our study reveals that the ultimate refractometric sensitivity of 
cladding modes is ~550 nm/RIU when they are probed by near-infrared gold-coated TFBGs, 
and that this sensitivity is essentially the same as that of the equivalent prism configuration, 
apart from the fact that the fiber SPR linewidth can be more than 50 times narrower. 
While TFBGs have already been used in biochemical applications [17–19], this study 
presents a full characterization of the vector cladding mode properties in gold-coated single-
mode optical fibers in view of the optimization of the grating and metal layer properties 
towards achieving the ultimate FOM and hence the best limits of detection. 
2. Numerical analysis 
2.1 Finite-difference mode solver 
The FIMMWAVE mode solver was used to compute the propagating modes in a standard 
single-mode optical fiber surrounded by a gold sheath. This software from Photon Design Inc. 
is a finite-difference complex mode solver in cylindrical coordinates. The following 
parameters were considered for the three-layered waveguide: 8.2 µm thick core with 
refractive index equal to 1.4504, 125 µm cladding with refractive index equal to 1.4440 
surrounded by a gold sheath with a complex refractive index = 0.56-j11.4. Simulations yield 
the complex refractive index and the mode field of each propagating mode. The effective 
refractive index of a mode (further referred to neff,clad,i with i = 1…N) corresponds to the real 
part of the complex refractive index while the mode loss is obtained from the imaginary part. 
For each mode computed by the solver, we use the TFBG phase matching conditions (λclad,i = 
(neff,core + neff,clad,i)Λ with i = 1…N) to estimate the corresponding resonance wavelength 
(λclad,i) [10]. This is obtained in the following by considering 1.4468 for the effective 
refractive index of the core mode (neff,core) and 557 nm for the grating period (Λ). Simulations 
were conducted to compute the TM0n and EH1n modes (radially-polarized modes) and the 
TE0n and HE1n modes (azimuthally-polarized modes). 
The SPR mode can be identified either by finding the mode with the maximum loss or 
from mode field diagrams. Figure 1 shows the electric field patterns, decomposed into their 
radial and azimuthal components for three typical modes in the vicinity of the SPR. Mode 
EH1,46 has the highest loss, a predominantly radial polarization, and a clear localization of the 
electric field at the metal-SRI boundary. The adjacent mode in the spectrum is a HE mode and 
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while it has almost exactly the same effective index (and is thus as well matched to the SPP as 
its EH neighbor) it does not couple efficiently to the SPP because its polarization is azimuthal. 
The other mode shown, EH1,50, has the same polarization state as the EH1,46 but its effective 
index is too far from the SPR for the grating to couple much energy to it. The behavior 
depicted in Fig. 1 is consistent across the whole mode spectrum and reflects an alternance 
between azimuthally- and radially-polarized modes. This alternation is present throughout the 
spectrum, except around the SPR where the presence of a SPP at the metal-SRI interface 
causes two radially-polarized modes to appear consecutively, as will be shown below. 
 
Fig. 1. Simulated electric fields pattern for three modes near the SPR, separated into radial (top 
row) and azimuthal (bottom row). All patterns have the same (normalized) mapping between 
magnitude and color. The three columns refer to cladding modes with effective indices of 
1.3208, 1.3280, and 1.3285 (left to right). 
 
Fig. 2. Mode loss and fill factor in the surrounding medium as a function of the effective 
refractive index for a 50 nm gold-coated SMF immersed in water (the dashed line indicates the 
position of the 1D-SPP obtained with Eq. (1)). 
The other way to identify the SPP mode consists in analyzing the complex refractive index 
of the modes. The mode with the highest loss (imaginary part of the mode effective index) has 
the highest fraction of mode power “propagating” in the metal and corresponds to the 
attenuation peak of the Kretschmann-Raether configuration. Figure 2 plots the imaginary part 
of the modal refractive index versus their real part for a 50 nm gold-coated SMF immersed in 
water (n = 1.315 at 1550 nm). To obtain a clear representation, the modes were sorted 
according to their azimuthal symmetry and dominant polarization. The SPR mode is obtained 
for a radial polarization and clearly appears as the one for which the attenuation is the highest, 
around 1.33. This picture also reveals the alternation between azimuthally- and radially-
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polarized modes, except around the SPR where a TM mode follows an EH one. The 
percentage of the mode intensity in the surrounding medium – so-called fill factor – is also 
depicted in Fig. 2. It is the fill factor that contributes to increasing the refractometric 
sensitivity of optical fiber sensors to changes in the surrounding medium. While it stays 
around 1% and less for most of the modes, it suddenly increases for effective refractive 
indices close to 1.33, with a maximum reaching 50% for the SPR mode, confirming the large 
extraction of the mode field into the surrounding medium. 
2.2 Influence of the gold layer thickness on the SPP sensitivity 
Numerical simulations were conducted to identify the range of gold thicknesses suited to 
obtain a well-defined and sensitive SPR. We simulated different gold thicknesses (between 10 
and 100 nm) in FIMMWAVE and analyzed the mode loss as a function of the effective 
refractive index, as depicted in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. Simulated mode loss for different thicknesses of the gold sheath. Each bar represents a 
mode with its effective index (abscissae) and loss (ordinate). Bars are color coded according to 
mode polarization and azimuthal order. 
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The envelope of the bar graphs (dashed line) of the TM and EH modes is an image of the 
envelope of the corresponding amplitude spectrum of the SPR-TFBG, as will be further 
illustrated in the following. Figure 3 clearly shows the emergence of the SPP mode for 
increasing gold thicknesses. At values lower than 30 nm, an SPP is excited but its envelope is 
very broad, yielding a poor resonance with limited refractometric sensitivity. Contrarily, for a 
gold thickness higher than 60 nm, the envelope becomes very narrow, consisting of a single 
lossy mode. While this would appear to be a desirable feature, it will be shown below that the 
most lossy mode is actually not useful as it disappears from the TFBG transmission spectrum 
(and so cannot be used in measurement), but most importantly that for those thicknesses the 
SPR mode becomes totally localized near the outer gold surface and becomes uncoupled from 
the fiber core, due to excessive attenuation across the gold film thickness. In short, when the 
film is too thick the SPR mode exists in theory (it then corresponds to a pure SPP of the outer 
gold surface) but it cannot be excited by light coming from inside the fiber. Hence, the 
analysis of the mode loss diagrams confirms that the correct thickness range for SPR 
generation is between 30 and 70 nm, which is the classical range of gold thickness used in 
most of optical fiber plasmonic biosensors, and indeed all kinds of plasmonic sensors [20]. 
Finally, for increasing gold thicknesses, the SPP mode is gradually blue-shifted, becoming 
closer to the cut-off refractive index. 
As noted earlier, for the cladding diameter of normal un-modified optical fibers, the 
surface curvature is negligible relative to the light wavelength. Therefore, it is possible to 
design optimum metal layer thicknesses (further defined as the parameter d) using the well-
known theoretical expressions for the planar one dimensional (1D) case [20]. The reflection 
of light incident from a high index medium (with relative permittivity ϵ1 = 1.4442 silica glass) 
towards a lower index medium (ϵ3 = 1.3152 for water) and through a metal layer with complex 
relative permittivity ϵ2 (equal to −129.6-i12.8 for gold), as a function of wavelength and angle 
is given by Eq. (1) below. The material parameters are identical to those defined for the 
simulations in Section 2.1. For a given combination of media, a pronounced minimum occurs 
in the reflectance as a function of incidence angle or wavelength, as described in Eq. (1)-(3) 
[20]. This minimum corresponds to the excitation of a SPP at the metal-surrounding interface. 
 
( )
( )
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12 23 1
12 23 1
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1  exp 2
p p
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p p
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Where the kz are the wavevector magnitudes in the direction perpendicular to the interface 
(i.e. zˆ ), with help from the parallel wavevector (continuous across the interfaces) associated 
with a given angle of incidence θi is kx. The wavevectors are all defined in the following: 
 0
2k πλ=  (3a) 
 0 1 sin( )x ik k θ=   (3b) 
 2 21 0 1z xk k k= −  (3c) 
 2 22 0 2z xk k k= −  (3d) 
 2 23 0 3z xk k k= −  (3e) 
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In order to compare the 1D SPP attenuation to the cladding mode spectrum, the angle of 
incidence is converted into an “effective index” for propagating in the x direction, through the 
grating phase matching equation given below: 
 0/eff xn k k=  (4) 
The effective index of the planar SPP calculated using Eq. (1) and (4) is indicated by a 
dashed vertical line on Fig. 2 and 3. We will now investigate how the gold thickness modifies 
the bulk sensitivity of the fiber modes near the SPR. 
Simulations were conducted to obtain the wavelength shift of the SPR and of the 1D-SPP 
caused by an SRI variation (6e-4 RIU by step of 2e-4 around the refractive index of water). 
The wavelength shift was computed from the effective refractive index by using the phase 
matching condition (Eq. (5)) for a TFBG with the parameters defined in Section 2.1. The 
results are given in Fig. 4 for gold thicknesses between 30 and 70 nm. As expected from the 
mode loss and from observations with unclad multimode fiber SPR sensors [21], the 
sensitivity increases with the gold thickness until saturation. In the case of gold-coated 
TFBGs, the sensitivity reaches its maximum around 550 nm/RIU. This value results from the 
fact that the SPR mode is observed in the amplitude spectrum of a TFBG at the following 
wavelength: 
 SPR eff ,SPR eff ,coreλ (n n )Λ= +  (5) 
Since neither neff,core nor Λ are affected by the external medium, when the SRI changes by 
∂next, the wavelength of the SPR mode shifts by: 
 eff ,SPRSPR
ext ext
nλ Λ
n n
∂∂
=
∂ ∂
 (6) 
As the effective index shift cannot be larger than that of the refractive index of any of its 
layers for an axially uniform waveguide, the maximum theoretical refractometric sensitivity 
is: 
 SPR
ext
λ Λ
n
∂
≤
∂
 (7) 
Equation (7) confirms that the SPR refractometric sensitivity is bound by the TFBG period. 
For comparison, the refractometric sensitivity for the SPP of a silica prism with 50 nm of gold 
in water at 1550 nm, calculated from the 1-D expression (Eq. (1) is 578 nm/RIU. 
 
Fig. 4. Simulated refractometric wavelength shift of the SPR mode as a function of the gold 
sheath thickness. 
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Figure 5 depicts the SPP mode refractometric sensitivity in water as a function of the gold 
sheath thickness (red curve), extracted from the slopes of Fig. 4. It clearly shows an 
exponential trend, with a saturation beginning at a thickness of 60 nm. This sensitivity 
evolution is related to the fraction of optical power into the surrounding medium that is also 
depicted in Fig. 5 (blue curve). While the fraction of the SPR mode power in the surrounding 
medium continues to increase slightly between 70 and 100 nm, the fact that there is no longer 
any significant mode power near the core prevents the TFBG from coupling core guided light 
to this mode. The SPP at the metal outer surface becomes uncoupled from the cladding mode 
by an excessive thickness of gold. 
 
Fig. 5. Refractometric sensitivity of the SPP mode and fraction of its power in the surrounding 
medium as a function of the gold sheath thickness in the range 10-100 nm. 
2.3 Influence of the optical fiber cladding thickness on the SPP sensitivity 
In this section, an SMF coated with 50 nm of gold and immersed in water was considered and 
the cladding diameter was varied between 100 and 140 µm, as depicted in Fig. 6. Simulations 
confirm that the sensitivity of the SPR mode increases when the cladding diameter decreases. 
This behavior is quite obvious since the percentage of light into the surrounding medium 
increases when the cladding diameter decreases. Therefore, the SPR mode is more sensitive to 
refractive index variations. Interestingly, this figure also reveals that the optimum 
refractometric sensitivity is reached for a thickness around 100 µm. 
 
Fig. 6. Refractometric sensitivity of the SPR mode for different cladding diameters between 90 
and 140 µm. 
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2.4 Influence of the surrounding refractive index value 
In this section, we have used the FIMMWAVE mode solver to estimate the wavelength 
sensitivity of the SPR mode as a function of the starting value of the SRI. We computed the 
effective refractive index of the SPR mode for a sensor with a 50 nm gold coating and 
considering a long range of SRI values (between 1.315 and 1.425 by steps of 2e-4 RIU). 
Figure 7 depicts the evolution of the SPR wavelength as a function of the SRI value. It can be 
seen that the evolution is globally linear with sensitivity equal to 572 nm/RIU (based on a 
linear fit of the raw data). Upon closer examination, the insets of the figure highlight the 
hopping of the SPR from one cladding mode to another, detected by a discontinuity in the 
evolution. Apparently, the SPP becomes phase matched to a sequence of different cladding 
modes one after another (according to the SRI value), and when such phase matching occurs 
the SPP “drags” the corresponding cladding mode index at a much higher rate. Depending on 
which cladding mode is matched to the SPP, the SPR does not exhibit the same sensitivity. 
For instance, the SPR mode presents a sensitivity of 464 nm/RIU for an SRI around 1.324 and 
408 nm/RIU around 1.401. 
Figure 7 also confirms that, similarly to what is already reported experimentally in [22–
26], the global SPR shift computed over a wide SRI range exceeds the local SPR shift, the 
latter being bounded by the TFBG periodicity, as mentioned above. This discrepancy is linked 
to the evolution of the SPR envelope that does not account for mode hopping. 
 
Fig. 7. Wavelength shift of the SPR mode as a function of the SRI for a 50 nm gold-coated 
SMF. 
Figure 8 depicts the refractometric sensitivity of the SPR mode as a function of the SRI in 
the range 1.32-1.42. Hence, the ordinates of Fig. 8 correspond to the sensitivities computed 
from a linear regression of the modal wavelength evolutions in their corresponding range of 
sensitivity. Abscissas are the middle of the linear range covered by their corresponding mode. 
The evolution exhibits a nonlinear trend with a minimum (406 nm/RIU) around 1.405 and a 
maximum (495 nm/RIU) above 1.420. The range of the change in sensitivities is of the order 
of ~18%. In water, the sensitivity is close to its maximum value, which is beneficial for high 
resolution (bio)chemical sensing. 
2.5. Bulk sensitivity of other modes 
Carrying out the same characterization for cladding modes near the SPR one, a smaller 
sensitivity is obtained, which was already highlighted in [24]. This behavior is depicted in 
Fig. 9 for a 50 nm gold-coated SMF. The modes located to the left(right) of the SPR one are 
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labeled SPR + i(SPR-i) with i increasing when going further from the SPP location. It is 
shown that sensitivity rapidly drops to less than 50 nm/RIU for modes away from the SPR. 
This results from the poorer extraction of the modes into the external medium, as depicted in 
Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 8. Wavelength sensitivity of the SPR mode as a function of the SRI for a 50 nm gold-
coated SMF. 
 
Fig. 9. Wavelength shift of different modes as a function of the SRI for a 50 nm gold-coated 
SMF. 
2.6. SPP hopping as a function of the surrounding refractive index value 
To conclude this section dedicated to the numerical analysis, we would like to report on an 
observation that was made when analyzing the data. The bar charts of Fig. 2 and 3 clearly 
depict a continuous alternation between radially- and azimuthally-polarized modes. As 
previously mentioned, this alternation is broken at the SPR location where two radially-
polarized modes appear consecutively. Furthermore, the inset of Fig. 7 shows that the “SPR” 
mode (i.e. the cladding mode which becomes sensitive to the SRI when phase matched to the 
SPP) shifts discontinuously between adjacent cladding modes when the SRI changes by 
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sufficiently large amounts. To bring an additional insight into this particular behavior, the 
refractometric wavelength shift of a sub-group of radial modes in the vicinity of the SPR 
(labeled arbitrarily from EH-1 to EH-4) is shown in detail in Fig. 10. It becomes clear that 
when a mode effective index approaches the effective index of a SPP, its sensitivity increases 
from ~20 nm/RIU to nearly 500 nm/RIU, for a SRI range of ~5e-3. At the end of this range, 
the SPP phase matching condition jumps to the next radial mode with the consequence that 
the high sensitivity slope is transferred to the new cladding mode. This switching of modes as 
a function of the surrounding refractive index value presents similarities with the phenomenon 
of mode anticrossings, as reported in [27] for the resonances of weakly coupled oscillators. In 
our case the two “oscillators” are the resonant coupling between the core mode and a cladding 
mode, and the other resonant coupling between the cladding mode and the SPP. We will not 
go further into such considerations here but we hope that this observation can foster further 
studies in the analogies between grating-assisted SPR structures and coupled oscillators. 
 
Fig. 10. Wavelength shift of the SPR mode and its radially-polarized neighbor as a function of 
the SRI value. 
3. Experimental validation 
Experiments were carried out with 1cm-long TFBGs manufactured into hydrogen-loaded 
telecommunication grade single-mode optical fiber using a 1090 nm period uniform phase 
mask and a frequency-doubled Argon-ion laser emitting at 244 nm. Tilting has been obtained 
by rotating the phase mask around the axis of the writing beam. An external tilt angle between 
6° and 10° was chosen with respect to the plane perpendicular to the optical fiber axis to 
ensure a strong coupling to cladding modes having an effective refractive index close to water 
(1.315 at 1550 nm). Right after the inscription process, the gratings were annealed at 100 °C 
for 24 hours to remove the residual hydrogen and to stabilize their physical properties. A gold 
sheath was then deposited on the TFBGs using a sputtering process, as described in [23]. 
Figure 11 depicts the insertion loss spectrum of a 1 cm long 8° TFBG coated by a 30 nm 
thick gold layer and immersed in salted water. Orthogonally-polarized spectra (corresponding 
to the radial and azimuthal polarizations) were measured with an optical vector analyzer from 
Luna Technologies. A linear polarizer placed between the optical source and the TFBG was 
used to control and optimize the input state of polarization. As explained in [22–26], the radial 
polarization spectrum presents a strong extinction of the resonances around 1542.5 nm, 
corresponding to the transfer of energy to the SPP while the azimuthal polarization spectrum 
remains almost unaffected by the lossy gold layer. Figure 11 also displays the results of a 
simulation conducted with similar parameters as in the experiments. A nearly perfect 
agreement is obtained in the wavelength positioning between the experiments and the 
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simulation, confirming the validity of our theoretical analysis. Let us note that Fimmwave 
cannot easily compute modes with effective indices lower than the SRI, i.e. modes below the 
cladding mode cut-off which is located here around 1534 nm. 
The effect of the gold coating thickness on the TFBG spectral content was also 
investigated. For this, different gold thicknesses were deposited using the sputtering chamber, 
in which a Quartz microbalance thickness monitor was used to estimate the thickness of the 
gold layer on the fiber. Figure 12 depicts the results for radially polarized spectra measured in 
salted water. As predicted in Fig. 3, increasing gold thickness up to ~50 nm lead to a blue 
shift of the SPR mode (while the cut-off location remains unaffected), as well as a narrowing 
and deepening of the envelope of lossy modes (those with decreased resonance amplitude). 
For gold thicknesses thicker than 70 nm, the radially polarized spectrum retrieves its shape as 
if there was no gold, essentially due to the strong attenuation of light in the gold coating and 
the impossibility to couple to the SPP across such thick metal coating [28]. 
 
Fig. 11. Radial and azimuthal polarization modes spectra of a 30 nm gold-coated 8° TFBG 
immersed in water (top) and corresponding Fimmwave simulation (bottom). 
 
Fig. 12. Transmitted spectrum (radial polarization) of an 8° TFBG immersed in salted water for 
different gold coating thicknesses. 
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Finally, gold-coated TFBGs were immersed in different refractive index liquids to 
measure their refractometric sensitivity (this experimental demonstration is similar to the one 
published in [16], but repeated here for completeness). Figure 13(a) shows the transmitted 
amplitude spectra of a 50 nm gold-coated TFBG measured for 3 different refractive index 
values. For such large SRI changes, the SPR location can be unambiguously located by 
following the strongest attenuation in each spectrum. Therefore, the interrogation relies on the 
tracking of the wavelength shift of the center of the envelope of the most attenuated 
resonances. Using this technique, the SRI sensitivity is ~550 nm/RIU in the range between 
1.32 and 1.42 (Fig. 13(b)), in good agreement with the numerical predictions. 
For high-resolution refractometric sensing over an SRI range limited to 1e-3 typically, 
accurate measurements of the SPR mode are not possible from the radially polarized spectrum 
taken alone. Indeed, the SPP is only revealed by its absence from the spectrum and it cannot 
be reliably measured for wavelength shifts limited to a few picometers. Hence, different 
methods have been developed to track the SPR shift, mainly based on a comparison between 
both orthogonally-polarized amplitude spectra as reported in several prior experimental 
papers related to this one [22,24,25], and they will not be detailed here. In practice, modes 
slightly off the SPR are used, because they combine relatively high sensitivity with a narrow 
spectral width and they can be “followed” by a combination of their changes in amplitude and 
wavelength. Indeed, as they stand on the shoulder of the SPR envelope, a slight change of the 
SPP location yields a modification of the peak-to-peak amplitude of these modes, as exploited 
in [17–19]. 
 
Fig. 13. SPR signature in the transmitted spectrum of gold-coated TFBG for coarse changes in 
SRI (a) and SPR tracking for different SRI values (b). 
Such high resolution sensing is demonstrated in Fig. 14 with spectra measured during a 
biochemical binding experiment, i.e. for a SPR shift close to the detection limit (a full report 
on these experiments can be found in [17]). By zooming in on resonances near the SPR and a 
few nm away, it becomes clear that the presence of a comb of resonances with widely 
different sensitivities allows for very small wavelength shifts to be detected unambiguously 
with high precision. 
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Fig. 14. Spectra measured during a biosensing experiment (a) with 3 spectral regions shown in 
detail: on the short wavelength side of the SPR (b); near the SPR (c); and on the long 
wavelength side (d). 
4. Conclusion 
In this work, we have numerically and experimentally analyzed the intrinsic refractometric 
sensitivity of optical fiber modes supported by a gold-coated telecommunication-grade single-
mode optical fiber at near infrared wavelengths. We have shown that the SPR mode can be 
clearly identified in the spectral comb and that its refractometric sensitivity is dependent on 
various external parameters (gold thickness, cladding thickness and surrounding refractive 
index value). In particular, we have shown that the refractometric sensitivity is not monotonic 
as a function of the surrounding refractive index. It depends on the cladding mode order and 
shows discontinuities when switching from one cladding mode to another. The sensitivity 
reaches its maximum value for aqueous solutions with a refractive index close to water, with 
an ultimate value close to 570 nm/RIU. Comparisons with the Kretschmann-Raether 
configuration with the same materials (silica prism, gold film, and water-like surroundings) 
further showed that the TFBG can achieve similar sensitivities (within 5%), with the 
important side benefit of a significantly narrower resonance linewidth (0.1 nm vs at least 5 
nm). 
While TFBGs have already been successfully used in biochemical applications, this study 
brings a full understanding of the modal behavior in gold-coated single-mode optical fibers 
and is therefore particularly useful for design purposes. We hope that it will foster future 
research works involving plasmonic effects and cladding mode resonances. 
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